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eToro FuturePayments CopyPortfolio™
Technological disruption is having a profound impact 

on our lives right now and nowhere is this more 

apparent than in financial services. Not so long ago, 

cash was the dominant form of payment all around 

the world. Today, however, new innovations in financial 

technology are shattering the status quo and rapidly 

propelling us towards a cashless society. 

Already, we have seen huge growth in the digital 

payments space. Yet realistically, this could be the 

beginning of a long-term growth story. As a result of 

growth in e-commerce, higher levels of smartphone 

ownership, and advances in technology, the number 

of digital payments is expected to soar in the years 

ahead.

For investors, there appears to be a clear long-term 

opportunity here. Accordingly, eToro has developed 

the FuturePayments CopyPortfolio. Designed for 

long-term investors, this strategy offers exposure to a 

range of payments technologies while minimising risk 

through its diversified approach to asset selection. 

By 2025, the total value of all 
digital payments worldwide 
is expected to be more than 

$10.5 trillion

Your capital is at risk

Add FuturePayments to your Watchlist

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
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Payments in the 
21st Century

What is a digital wallet? 
A digital wallet (or e-wallet) is a 
software-based system that securely 
stores users' payment information 
and passwords for numerous 
payment methods.

Today, digital payments are quickly becoming the 

norm. Physical forms of currency, such as cash and 

cheques, are rapidly losing favour among consumers to 

electronic forms of payment, including contactless debit 

and credit cards, mobile payments, digital wallets, and, 

in some circles, even cryptocurrencies. 

It’s not hard to see why the world is embracing digital 

payments. These forms of payment offer two main 

advantages over traditional payment methods:

Convenience: Consumer habits have changed 

dramatically over the last decade or so and people 

now expect a much higher level of convenience when 

making payments. They expect the ability to make fast, 

frictionless financial transactions anywhere and anytime. 

Digital payments provide this convenience. Electronic 

payments also provide a high level of convenience for 

retailers. Take QR codes, for example. These have made 

it incredibly easy for merchants to accept payments. All 

that’s needed is a smartphone.

Security: Digital payments are generally far more secure 

than cash and other physical forms of payment, which 

can leave consumers vulnerable to fraud. Financial 

institutions use state-of-the-art encryption technology 

to ensure that their electronic payment platforms 

are extremely secure. Meanwhile, users can add pin 

codes, multi-factor authentication, and even advanced 

biometric technologies such as fingerprint or facial 

recognition technology to protect themselves.
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Digital Payments:
a Long-Term Growth Story

E-commerce is growing 5x as fast as face-
to-face transactions. And in an e-commerce 
transaction, the propensity to use a Visa card 
is twice as high as a face-to-face transaction. 
That's phenomenal.

Visa CFO,  Vasant Prabhu
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In the years ahead, the e-commerce industry is 

expected to get much larger. By 2023, global online 

sales are set to reach $6.5 trillion, up from around $3.5 

trillion in 2019. This industry growth is likely to drive the 

number of digital payments much higher. You can find 

out more about investing in e-commerce here. 

 Increased smartphone access 

Mobile payments are one of the fastest-growing areas 

within the digital payments space. One reason for this 

Over the last decade, the number of worldwide non-

cash transactions has surged. Between 2015 and 2019, 

for example, the number of non-cash transactions 

increased 62%. 

Going forward, the number of global non-cash 

transactions is expected to keep rising rapidly. Analysts 

at Accenture believe nearly 420 billion transactions 

worth $7 trillion will shift from cash to cards and 

digital payments by 2023. Meanwhile, they expect 2.7 

trillion transactions to move from cash to cards and 

e-payments by 2030.

 

Here’s a look at some of the main growth drivers: 

  E-commerce growth 

E-commerce has completely revolutionised the way 

we spend our money. As a result, it has been a game-

changer for the payments industry. As e-commerce has 

disrupted shopping patterns, credit cards and digital 

payments have shown exponential growth.

By 2025, China is expected 
to have 1.5 billion 
smartphone connections

is that mobile wallets such as Apple Pay, Samsung 

Pay, and Ali Pay have brought a whole new level of 

convenience for consumers. 

Today, however, less than half of the world’s population 

owns a smartphone. This means there’s substantial 

room for growth in the mobile payments space. 

Globally, the smartphone user base is forecast to grow 

at around 20% per year between 2020 and 2025. As 

the number of smartphone users continues to rise, 

mobile payments should also increase. 

China has the highest mobile 
payment adoption rate with 
81% of smartphone owners 
using the technology

Between 2020 and 2025, 
the number of global 
mobile payments is set to 
rise 27% per year

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/shoppingcart/stats


Your capital is at risk

Add FuturePayments to your Watchlist
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was announced, there was a sharp rise in the number 

of digital payments in India. By April 2018, the volume 

of digital payments had doubled. 

Looking ahead, we are likely to see plenty more 

developments in this space. Already, major central 

banks such as the Bank of England and the European 

Central Bank are looking into the adoption of digital 

currencies. 

  Increased internet access 

The number of people across the world with access to 

the internet has increased dramatically over the last 

decade, from two billion people in 2010 to over 4.5 

billion today. However, there is still plenty of scope for 

growth here. By 2030, experts believe there could be 7.5 

billion internet users globally. Improved mobile network 

coverage as a result of the rollout of 5G technology will 

be a key driver here. As more people gain access to the 

internet, the number of digital payments will continue 

rising. 

 Government regulation

Government policies are also driving growth in digital 

payments. A good example is India’s ‘Demonetisation’ 

policy. This was a massive currency culling exercise 

launched in late 2016 to fight counterfeit currency 

and money laundering. It made 86% of the currency 

in circulation invalid. Immediately after Demonetisation 

2.7 trillion transactions 
are expected to move from 
cash to cards and e-payments 
globally by 2030

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

1,336
1,548

1,845

2,382

2,982

3,535

4,927

4,206

5,695

6,542

The number of digital wallet users is 
expected to increase to 4.0 billion 
by 2024, up from 2.3 billion in 2019

Retail e-commerce sales worldwide from 

2014 to 2023

(In billions U.S. dollars)

China is the global leader in mobile 
wallet usage, with nearly 70% of 
Chinese consumers using mobile 
wallets regularly 

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/5grevolution
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Covid-19: a 
Game-Changer 
for Digital 
Payments

60 years or older

10%

41%

Overall

16%

53%

18-23 years

18%

61%

24-39 years

24%

61%

40-55 years

14%

51%

Prior to Covid-19, a shift towards digital payments 

was already in place. The pandemic, however, 

accelerated this shift by a number of years. 

Throughout Covid-19, consumers did far more 

shopping online while on lockdown. They also avoided 

cash for hygiene reasons. The result was a massive shift 

in the way consumers think about digital payments with 

contactless payments, mobile payments, and online 

payments becoming fully mainstream.

38% of consumers 
discovered a new digital 
payment method during 
Covid-19 lockdowns

41% of cash 
users tried a 
contactless card

35% who 
owned a card 
added it to a 
digital wallet

27% customers 
experimented with 
QR code payments

31% went to a 
challenger bank

Majority cited 
ease, convenience 
and speed as the 
reason for usage

2 out of 5 
customers are 
above 40

Interestingly, this shift to digital payments throughout 

Covid-19 occurred across a wide range of 

demographics, with even baby boomers (those born 

before 1965) saying they made payments through 

digital channels more during lockdowns. 

Covid-19 also accelerated the rate of innovation 

within the payments space, with many providers 

releasing new and improved payment solutions to 

help consumers facing challenges.

Increase in physical channels usage

Increase in digital channels usage

A cross-generational shift to digital channels



Future Trends in 
Digital Payments
Future trends in the digital payments space 

certainly look exciting. Here’s a glimpse of 

what we could see in the years ahead.
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Between 2021 and 2025, 
the total value of all digital 
payments globally is expected 

to grow by 12% per year

  Context-based invisible payments 

Context-based payments are invisible payments that 

are essentially carried out in the background with 

no direct interaction between the customer and the 

merchant. A good example of this is Uber payments. 

Here, the app makes the payment for you. 

Going forward, we are likely to see this form of payment 

technology present in stores. Already, technology 

companies are trialling the technology. ‘Amazon Go’, for 

example, enables customers to enter a store, pick up 

items, and walk out – with their purchases automatically 

charged to their Amazon account. Meanwhile, ‘Hands 

Free’ is a new app from Google that enables users to 

make in-store payments by simply saying, "I'll pay with 

Google." 
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Between 2020 and 2025, 
the number of global mobile 
payments is set to rise 

27% per year

Your capital is at risk

Add FuturePayments to your Watchlist

image matches the image on their photo ID stored in 

the system, the customer only has to enter their phone 

number and the payment goes through.

  Wearables payments

Today, many wearables are focused on health and 

fitness. However, manufacturers are increasingly 

working on incorporating additional features such 

as payment functionality to make them more of an 

everyday essential. Given that they are immediately 

available and require no rummaging around in pockets 

or bags, wearable payment devices offer a real point-

of-difference over smartphones and contactless cards. 

  Biometric authentication

Smartphones and apps already offer biometric 

technology such as fingerprint scans and facial 

recognition today. However, in the next few years, 

we’re likely to see some incredible developments in this 

space. Technologies such as iris recognition, heartbeat 

analysis, and even vein mapping are being touted 

as potential ways of advancing biometric payment 

systems. 

In 2020, Amazon launched ‘Amazon One’ in some of 

its Amazon Go stores. Amazon One scanners analyse 

the user's palm and the unique configuration of veins 

under the skin, letting them pay by waving their hand 

in the air. 

Meanwhile, in China, KFC and Ant Financial have 

been working together to offer payments via facial 

recognition. Diners at the KFC restaurants place their 

order at a terminal, which then scans their face. If the 

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
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A wide range of companies are benefiting from the shift towards digital payments. These include:

Credit / debit card companies:

These businesses provide cards that enable consumers 

to make purchases easily both online and in stores. 

Digital wallet companies:

These range from smartphone manufacturers such 

as Apple and Samsung, which offer wallet services on 

their phones, to technology companies such as PayPal, 

which offer wallets that enable a consumer to hold 

several different currencies and/or cryptocurrencies.

E-commerce payments companies:

These companies help businesses offer different 

payment methods on their websites. 

The Companies Involved in the 
Payments Revolution 

Cryptocurrencies: the future of payments? 

Of course, no conversation on digital payments 

is complete without discussing cryptocurrencies. 

Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies that are 

underpinned by distributed ledger technology (DLT). 

A distributed ledger is essentially a computerised 

database of transactions that is implemented across a 

network of computers and has no central administrator 

or centralised data storage. 

Cryptocurrencies are in some ways similar to traditional 

currencies, however, what makes them unique is that 

they are generally not issued by any central authority. 

This means that they are theoretically immune to 

government interference and manipulation. Examples 

of well-known cryptocurrencies include Bitcoin 

and Litecoin. Looking ahead, we are likely to see 

cryptocurrencies increasingly used as a medium of 

exchange. 

Payment hardware companies:

These companies provide the equipment for merchants 

to process payments such as credit card readers and 

contactless hardware. 

Security / identity companies:

Payments firms face a number of risks, including risks 

related to cybersecurity and identity fraud. Firms are 

actively turning to security specialists to help reduce 

exposure to these kinds of risks.

Your capital is at risk

Add FuturePayments to your Watchlist

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/cybersecurity
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
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Investing in Digital Payments
While the digital payments industry has come a long 

way over the last decade, the growth potential ahead 

remains enormous. In many countries today, the vast 

majority of payments still take place in cash. In some 

emerging market countries, cash is still used in over 

85% of transactions. 

Looking ahead, experts believe that the total value of 

digital transactions globally could rise to $10.5 trillion by 

2025, up from around $6.7 trillion in 2021. 

To help investors capitalise on the long-term growth 

story associated with digital payments, eToro has 

developed the FuturePayments CopyPortfolio. 

This is a fully-allocated thematic investment portfolio 

focused on innovative payments technologies. 

This strategy is unique in that it contains exposure to 

both companies that operate in the digital payments 

Cash usage by country
Percent of cash used in total transactions 
by volume, %

industry as well as cryptocurrencies that are used for 

payments. 80% of the portfolio is allocated to innovative 

financial services companies that specialise in electronic 

payments, mobile payments, payments hardware, 

credit/debit cards, digital wallets, and blockchain 

technologies. Meanwhile, 20% of the portfolio is 

allocated to cryptocurrencies that are connected to 

the digital payments industry. The fact that this strategy 

combines assets from two separate asset classes adds 

an extra layer of diversification for investors, as these 

two areas of the payments industry are independent of 

one another and are subject to different market forces.

Designed for those with a long-term focus, the 

FuturePayments CopyPortfolio offers exposure to 

some of the most exciting payment technologies in the 

world, while minimising risk for investors through its 

unique approach to portfolio construction. 

Emerging markets

2010 2020E

Mature markets

Argentina
Brazil
China
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Mexico

95

79 54
34

39
28

23
24

9
14

66
59

51
55

53
56

52

87
74

41
89

96
72

86

86
99
100
100

93
97

Japan
Korea
Singapore
United States
United Kingdom
Finland
Sweden
Netherlands

Source: McKinsey Global Payments Map

Your capital is at risk

Add FuturePayments to your Watchlist

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/futurepayments/stats
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eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and cryptocurrencies, as well as trading CFD assets. Your capital is at risk. 
CopyPortfolios™ is a portfolio management product of eToro EU. CopyPortfolios™ should not be considered as exchange-traded funds, nor as hedge 
funds.

Zero commission means that no broker fee has been charged when opening or closing the position. Other fees may apply. For additional information 
regarding fees, click here. 

This publication originates from eToro (EU) Ltd. (regulated by Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission) and has not been prepared in accordance 
with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research, is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of investment research, and as such is considered to be a marketing communication. eToro (EU) Ltd., its owners, subsidiaries, group 
entities, affiliates or employees of the same (collectively “eToro Group”) may perform services for, solicit business from, hold long or short positions in, 
or otherwise be interested in the investments (including derivatives), of any issuer mentioned herein. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of 
future performance. This publication may contain 'forward-looking statements'. Actual events or results or actual performance may differ materially 
from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. None of the opinions that may be inferred from the contents of this 
website are intended to be relied upon as advice or recommendation of any action. All investments entail risks and may result in both profits and 
losses.

Notwithstanding the steps taken to manage conflicts, eToro (EU) Ltd. and any affiliated parties may have interests which conflict with your interests 
and may owe duties to other clients which would otherwise conflict with the duties owed by eToro (EU) Ltd. to you. eToro (EU) Ltd. may recommend 
to you as a client, trade ideas, financial instruments, or services, in which it or any affiliated company, or a person with whom it has an association, or 
one of its other clients, may have an interest, relationship or arrangement that is material in relation to the transaction concerned. eToro ( EU) Ltd., 
or any affiliated parties, or a person with whom any of them has an association, may be dealing as principal for eToro ( EU) Ltd any affiliated parties 
or its own account.
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